Real-Time Collaborative Editing (RTCE) is a popular way of instrumenting cooperative work on documents, in particular on the Web. Little is known in the literature yet about RTCE usage patterns in the real world. In this paper we study how a popular RTCE editor (Etherpad) is used in the wild, digging into the edit histories of a large collection of documents (about 14 000 pads), retrieved from one of the most popular public instances of the platform, hosted by the Wikimedia Foundation.
INTRODUCTION
After being mainly a research topic for many years, Real-Time Collaborative Editing (RTCE) have also spawned tools for the masses thanks to the diffusion of platforms like Google Docs [14] , Apache Wave [31] , and Etherpad [12] . These platforms empower users to work collaboratively on the same document and simultaneously, with minimal setup via Software-as-a-Service deployment models. The underlying concurrency models are generally based on Operational Transformation (OT) [10] , which accounts for consistency maintenance therefore relieving the users from having to worry about conflicts and their resolution.
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While RTCE can be used by multiple authors to edit the very same parts of a document at the same time, it can also be used for non-simultaneous collaboration by a group of authors (with authors "taking turns" at editing the same parts of a document); or by a single author to share documents with multiple readers (who do not make any change on the document); or even by a single author just to work on a document from multiple devices.
Even when there actually is collaboration among multiple authors, the collaboration can happen along multiple independent dimensions. For instance, nearby parts of a document can be edited collaboratively by multiple users-we call this space collaboration-simultaneously or not. As opposite, collaborators can edit in a very short time frame the same document-time collaborationno matter where their edits happen in the text. Note that only when the collaboration is both simultaneous and happening on nearby document parts-spacetime collaboration-there is a need of sophisticated and very fine grained concurrency models.
But what are the most typical user behavior patterns in RTCE? Specifically, to what extent there is space-, time-, and spacetime-collaboration in real-world applications of RTCE technologies?
Answers to these questions will bring a better understanding of how people edit documents collaboratively. Such an understanding will, in turn, allow to critically review early design decisions in RTCE for appropriateness with respect to actual use, as well as proceed to informed design of novel RTCE functionalities.
The goal of this work is to provide a first set of answers by doing a large-scale quantitative analysis of RTCE editing sessions in the real world. To the best of our knowledge such an analysis, at this scale, is novel in the literature.
We introduce a framework-both theoretical and implemented as a set of tools-to classify edit operations performed using the EtherPad editor as either "collaborative" or "non collaborative" along three dimensions: space, time, and spacetime. We then studied the full editing histories of about 14 000 textual documents (or pads, in EtherPad terminology) from http://etherpad.wikimedia.org/, which is one of the most popular public instances of Etherpad, hosted by the Wikimedia Foundation. 1 In particular, we answer the following research question for the given pad corpus:
To what extent edit operations happen collaboratively among authors? Specifically, to what extent do they happen: RQ1) . . . at about the same time of operations by other authors? I.e., which edits are timecollaborative? RQ2) . . . nearby operations by other authors? I.e., which edits are space-collaborative? RQ3) . . . nearby, in both space and time, operations by other authors? I.e., which edits are spacetimecollaborative?
Our findings show that:
(1) about half of the pads have been edited by a single author, witnessing no collaboration whatsoever; (2) space-collaboration is commonplace, but is usually asynchronous, with authors taking turns in editing co-authored document parts; (3) spacetime-collaboration happens very rarely, calling into question the need of very finegrained conflict resolution mechanisms, document models, and user interfaces;
Paper structure. Section 2 reviews related work and in particular previous analyses on collaborative editing. Section 3 introduces very briefly the conceptual framework used to classify edits, 1 The Wikimedia Foundation is the nonprofit organization that is home of the Wikipedia free encyclopedia and related which is fully formalized in Appendix A. Sections 4 to 7 discuss our experiments, findings, threats to validity, and implications. A discussion of future work concludes the paper in Section 8.
RELATED WORK
Several experimental studies have been conducted in the past on collaborative editing. We review them here, comparing goals and methodologies with those of this paper. Previous findings will be compared with ours in Section 6.
In this paper we focus on active editing of document content by multiple authors, rather than collaborative writing in a more general sense. For instance authors can use highlight/comment features (e.g., as supported by Google Docs) or instant messaging to discuss what and how to write. Posner and Baecker [26] studied these collaboration patterns and identified collaborators roles such as who scribes while someone else dictates; or a peer-reviewer who provides comment to the main author via out-of-document channels. These interactions are not captured by our framework whose focus is document editing.
Specifically, we study the proximity of edit operations, in space and/or time. The classification of collaboration over these two dimensions is not new. The seminal work of Johansen [18] introduced a time/space matrix for characterizing collaborative actions that distinguishes between physical space shared by the authors vs remote collaboration (space) and synchronous vs asynchronous writing (time). Our notion of space is different: it refers to document areas rather than the author location in the real world. Several extensions of Johansen's framework has been proposed to classify collaborative tools-for instance by Grudin [15] who also considered user knowledge of the places and times in which collaboration happens or by Andriessen [11] who conceptualized different collaboration processes and interactions among users. All these models look at collaboration from a more general perspective than ours, without characterizing individual edit operations.
A popular approach to study collaborative editing consists in interviewing users. Chu and Kenney [27] collected feedback from 22 undergraduates who used both MediaWiki and Google Docs for a class; all students appreciated the real-time aspect of Google Docs, but they considered MediaWiki a comparable platform in terms of collaboration enablement. Brodhal et al. [6] conducted a larger interview-based study, collecting feedback from 166 students; most students reported that RTCE editing did not contribute to increase the quality of collaboration, with almost 70% of them considered RTCE functionalities unsatisfactory. Participants would have preferred to be able to just comment on content, instead of being able to modify it concurrently.
The interviews-based approach is a key difference with our work, since we processed edit logs a posteriori without any direct involvement of the authors. The fact that these experiments involved students is a further element of contrast: we had no information about user profiles or group dynamics. Other focused on these aspects; for instance, Birnholtz and Ibara [4] studied how people "perceive and consider the potential impacts of their own and others' edits as they write together" concluding that people are heavily influenced by the team organization and tend to ask themselves what their collaborators (and managers in particular) would think of their writing.
In a recent work [33] , Wang et al. interviewed 30 participants from both academia and industry about the adoption of commercial RTCE tools. Participants agreed that RTCE features are valuable for collaborative writing, but they pointed out that social, personal, and privacy issues remain important barriers to the adoption of these tools. The interviews by Olenewa et al. [23] also shared insights about the advantages and inconveniences of using Google Docs. The authors identified collaboration patterns and subsequently identified issues, both organizational and technical, in properly planning editing activities among collaborators, that should be addressed to fully reap the benefits of RTCE.
Quantitative analyses of RTCE edit histories for characterizing collaboration behavior remain scarce in the literature. Birnholtz et al. [5] conducted a laboratory experiment with 150 students to study how student pairs use Google Docs, with or without the integrated chat, for both synchronous and asynchronous collaborative editing. The main goal of the study was to investigate if and to what extent people communicate while writing collaboratively. The experiment relied on both questionnaires and analysis of three types of logs: edits, chat messages, and document comments. The edits were collected by parsing Google Docs revision histories, and classifying them as major or minor, according to the amount of affected text. The authors collected data for different groups of users and measured their correlation. Their findings suggest that "communication was useful, but had a positive relational impact primarily in synchronous writing" and that "text communication complemented, rather than substituted for, editing". Focusing on editing, the authors concluded that too much editing can negatively impact collaboration and that more communication leads to more editing activities. The research question of Birnholtz et al. work and our differ: we focus on edit operations and their locality (in space and time), rather than studying the relationship between in-document and out-of-document interactions. The size of our corpus is significantly larger than theirs, but is limited to textual documents. Finally, our evaluation is on a set of documents fully open and not under our control, while their experiment happened in a controlled environment with pre-defined editing tasks.
Olson et al. [24] recently analyzed Google Docs logs in order to study how student teams write collaboratively. The authors collected the revision histories of 96 documents edited by some students over a 3-year period. The paper introduced the notions of slice, defined as a snapshot of the document, and session, defined as a set of slices. Since slices are associated to timestamps, it was possible to aggregate them into sessions, and to study the amount of collaborative sessions. The authors also exploited a sophisticated interface (DocuViz [32] ) to visually analyze collaboration writing patterns. The experiment shows that the amount of simultaneous writing increases when authors knew and trust each other, and that the quality of produced documents is positively affected by collaborative writing.
Our research question is different from Olson et al. one, as no notion of document quality or trust between authors was directly applicable to our corpus. Also, as it was the case for Birnholtz et al., there are significant differences in corpus size, RTCE tool (Etherpad vs Google Docs), and controlled vs open platform. The methods used to measure space collaboration are comparable though. Both works use the number of characters in the final document written by each author as a measure of participation. In both cases, the deleted content is not taken into account but the contribution of each author is captured correctly.
A controlled experiment on synchronous vs asynchronous editing with Etherpad was performed by Andre et al. [3] . The authors asked a limited set of testers (up to 4 authors per group) to edit collaboratively the same document adopting two different strategies-sequential writing (some users created a first draft and other revised it) and real-time editing (all users edited the same document together)-and compared the results. The size and goals of the experiment is different from ours, even if both used Etherpad. Andre et al. focused on the time dimension and the interaction among authors, while we have also analyzed space (and spacetime) collaboration. They also studied the quality of the output, an aspect which is not taken into account by us. Finally, our study is on a much larger dataset collected from an open platform, while their was highly controlled.
Controlled experiments have also been used for evaluating the performances of RTCE protocols and algorithms [2, 17, 20, 25, 28] . These experiments target a lower level of abstraction of RTCE with respect to ours. They are meant to measure the efficiency of RTCE implementations in resolving conflicts and propagating data among clients, while our goal is to study how people collaborate regardless of the underlying low-level implementation.
CHARACTERIZING REAL-TIME COLLABORATION
In this section we briefly introduce the model we used to study real-time collaboration on Etherpad [12] . Interested readers can found full details in Appendix A.
Etherpad supports textual documents only, called pads. When a pad is opened the browser stores a local copy of it, allowing user edits without incurring network latency. The propagation of changes to all clients is managed by a variant of Operational Transformation (OT) [10, 29] , the most common conflict-resolution approach for RTCE editors, whose details are not relevant for our discussion.
What is relevant is that each pad revision is described by metadata about the revision author and timestamp, as well as a machine-readable description of the changeset that led to that revision. A changeset is a sequence of low-level edit operations (or simply "edits"). In order to apply a changeset, Etherpad executes each of its edits in turn, modifying the current pad textual content and attributes as it goes.
The basic idea of our model is to classify individual edits as collaborative or not in time (RQ1), space (RQ2), or both (RQ3). Each edit can be independently classified as collaborative or not in each dimension. The overall collaboration on a given pad can then be calculated by simply counting the number of edits flagged as collaborative along each dimension.
Note that our model does not consider as collaborative those edits that are too distant -either in space or in time or both -even if they could be if we followed a broader definition of collaboration. The co-authorship itself, regardless of when and where the content is edited, is a form of collaboration. Our focus is not on that aspect. Following the 2x2 structure of the Johansen's time-space matrix [18] , we could have considered remote and non-collocated edits as a fourth pattern of collaboration (no space and no time proximity, but still co-authorship); we decided not to, in order to stress on the actual joint editing of content.
Time collaboration
For time collaboration, the idea is to consider an edit collaborative if it is "close enough in time to an edit applied by a different author". The only edit-related information required to evaluate this property are the timestamp and author of each edit; the actual changes applied to the pad are irrelevant, and so are their spatial positions in the document.
Additionally, we need a global metric-which we call the time window-to capture the notion of being "close enough" (in time): an edit is in fact marked as collaborative if there exists at least one other edit that (a) was performed by a different author and (b) occurred within the chosen time window.
Space collaboration
Space collaboration measures the extent to which authors "worked on the same area of a pad".
The idea is to maintain a running mapping from characters in the pad to the author who last modified it. This is similar to the coloring that Etherpad user interface uses to associate characters to authors. We replay the edit history and, whenever an edit is applied, we compare its author to the authors of impacted and nearby characters: if there is at least one character associated to a different author the edit is considered to be space-collaborative. To capture the notion of being spatially near we use a space window expressed as a number of characters w s . The window is split in two equal parts which are added before and after the interval of the edit under consideration.
Note that intervals and edits are processed in different ways when re-building the pads histories depending on their type (for instance, insertions vs. deletions): details of such processing are provided in Appendix A. 
Spacetime collaboration
Naturally spacetime collaboration combines the ideas of space-and time-collaboration in order to identify edits which happen both (almost) synchronously and on nearby pad areas. Note that this cannot be a simple logical AND conjunction of being space-and time-collaborative.
The correct way to model this is hence to mark an edit e as spacetime collaborative when it is both space-and time-collaborative with respect to the same edit e ′ by a different author.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
Using the collaboration model sketched in the previous section we can now measure the overall amount of time-, space-, and spacetime collaboration witnessed by any given pad. To do so it is enough to calculate the ratio of time-collaborative edits, space-collaborative, and spacetimecollaborative ones over the total number of pad edits.
We wrote a straightforward implementation of this method, available at https://github.com/ gdazero/RTCE/, and run it on a large corpus of pads taken from the Etherpad instance operated by the Wikimedia foundation at https://etherpad.wikimedia.org, which is one of the most popular publicly-accessible Etherpad instances. 2 This choice of instance is significant not only due to its large number of pads and users, but also because it consists entirely of real-life editing sessionsbetween Wikimedia employees and random users-as opposed to controlled in-lab experiments like those discussed in Section 2.
The Wikimedia Technical Operations team provided us with an anonymized Etherpad database dump as of May 2015, in which authors and pad contents could not be recognized, but where the lengths of individual edit operations have been preserved. Table 1 summarizes the data we have extract from the initial dump and subsequently studied: more than 4 million changesets coming from about 14 thousand pads, whose edit histories were composed of 6 million individual edits. In comparison with the largest quantitative studies found in the literature, this dataset is two orders of magnitude larger in terms of the amount of analyzed documents.
Time windows. As the model is parametric in the size of space-and time-windows, we repeated the analysis varying the sizes of either of them. For the time window we used 5, 10, and 60 second intervals. Such relatively small values are functional to the goal of our analysis and, as such, much smaller than time intervals used in the past in the literature to study different aspects of collaboration.
Consider the goal of studying the duration of working sessions authors spent writing together. A common approach to address this is to mine periods of (in)activity from edit logs and aggregate edits into clusters, called sessions [13] . This approach was initially used to track browsing activities on the Web [22] and subsequently applied to the editing process, for instance on Wikipedia. The typical length of collaborative sessions is 30 minutes, with researchers finding larger time windows up to one hour [16] . These values are compatible with real world activities such taking notes during a meeting, or sprint sessions to finalize a paper. Joint editing sessions have also been studied using shorter time windows. Olson et al. [24] combined edits into sessions of 7 minutes and classified Our goal is not to capture those aspects of time collaboration, but rather to study to what extent authors work (almost) simultaneously by exploiting RTCE capabilities. Thus, we selected relative small time windows. The rationale is that an interval lower than 5 seconds is too quick to be meaningful when considering typical network latency between Etherpad clients and servers; 5-10 seconds seem reasonable thresholds to consider two or more edits to be (almost) simultaneous; 1 minute is definitely too long by any reasonable definition of "simultaneous" but, when compared with the results obtained for the former values, it allows to study how time collaboration evolves with increasingly large time windows.
Space windows. For the space window we considered four intervals: 10, 80, 400, and 800 characters. The smallest value was selected to capture edits that happen on a single word or nearby words, assuming that most pads were written in English, whose average word length is 5 letters [21] . 80 characters correspond to the typical size of a full line of text (as it is the case for hard-wrapped lines in terminals) and was used as mid point in our range of intervals; 400-and 800-character windows were selected as representative of changes happening in the same block of 5 or 10 lines of texts, corresponding to medium to long paragraphs. These values are in line with guidelines for writing plain English, that suggest that the average length of a paragraph should be 100-150 words for ordinary writing [19] and decrease for online writing down to 50 words [7] .
The values chosen for space windows are relatively small too, in order to extract data about edit locality, rather than data about the distribution of work on large chunks of text or entire sections. The latter has been studied by Olson et al., whose experiments showed that teams tend to assign entire sections to specific team members, so as to better coordinate team work.
In total, we obtain 12 experimental configurations: 3 time windows × 4 space windows. For each of them we run the tool implementing the model to classify individual edits as collaborative or not, along each of the three dimensions of RQ1 to RQ3.
RESULTS
In this section we present the results of analyzing the pad corpus with the proposed collaboration model and experimental methodology. Table 2 presents a statistical overview of pads in the dataset, reporting average, median, maximum, standard deviation and InterQuartile Range (IQR) for three measures: length (as average number of characters in the pad across all its edits), number of edits, and number of authors. Some edit histories contain edits with empty author, which are used by Etherpad to synchronize data among clients. In order to properly rebuild edit histories these edits cannot be entirely discarded, but in Table 2 only real edits (and real authors) are shown. Overall, there is significant heterogeneity in terms of pad length, edits, and authors. Arguably this is exactly what one would expect from a public, popular deployment of a RTCE platform. 
Multi-authorship
The first aspect we studied was the number of authors who edited each pad in the corpus. Figure 1 shows the number of single-author vs multi-author pads. Authors tend to use Etherpad for personal editing activities. 63% of the pads (8690 in total) were edited by a single author, ruling out collaboration with other authors-at least as collaboration is observable from the RTCE point of view. (Note that according to our model having more than one author is a necessary but not sufficient condition: multiple authors might have worked on the same pad without having done any space, time, or spacetime collaborative edit. We will dig deeper into this aspect later on in this section.) Figure 2 shows the distribution of pads with a given number of authors, focusing on pads edited by at least 2 authors (5181 pads). Within that subset, 2235 pads (43%) were edited by exactly 2 authors. The percentage grows to 82% (4273 pads) if we consider pads edited by at most 5 authors. It appears that, even when multiple authors work on a pad, collaboration groups remain relatively small. The amount of pads edited by larger groups indeed shrinks rapidly: only 686 pads (13%) were edited by 6-10 authors, only 220 (4%) by author groups larger than 10. Among those, three pads had more than 50 authors: one had 53, one 73, and one 79 (i.e., the maximum in the corpus).
When focusing on multi-author pads (see Table 3 ) we notice that heterogeneity persists, with standard deviations higher than the corresponding figures for the entire corpus ( Table 2) . Out of curiosity note that the longest pad has been edited by a single author.
Space collaboration
We now turn our attention to actual collaboration as captured by the model of Section 3. Table 4 summarizes our findings about space collaboration. Average, maximum, and standard deviation of In general the amount of space collaboration is high: from 37% for the 10 character window, up to 62% for 800 characters. Standard deviation values denote high heterogeneity. This is also in line with the maximum values of space-collaboration (minimum, not shown, being 0%), and the distribution of the number of edits. (We recall that these results should be read in light of the fact that we are considering only multi-author pads. If taken on the entire corpus, space collaboration averages would drop to 14-23%.)
The way space collaboration is measured is coherent with those relatively high percentages. Since an edit is marked as collaborative if it is "close enough" to any character that has been previously edited by another author, even minor changes affect the collaboration significantly. For example, the common action of reading what has been written by other authors and fixing the punctuation (or typos) generates a sequence of space collaborative edits.
Also, if an author adds a few characters at the end of the document and another author adds content before those characters, all these insertions are considered collaborative. This has a subtle consequence in presence of copy&paste operations. The paste of a large chunk of text is recorded by Etherpad as a sequence of contiguous edits of smaller size. If the content is pasted immediately before characters by a different authors, all those edits will be marked as collaborative. This is consistent with what want to capture, since the paste operation is close in space to content by others. This explains the maximum values observed for space collaboration (99%). In all those cases, which we investigated manually, authors pasted a long chunk of text immediately before content by a different author. Note that the values stabilize for a window of 80 chars: these pads are quite short and larger windows cross the boundaries, therefore cannot include further edits.
Time collaboration
The measured amount of time collaboration is reported in Table 5 . Contrary to space collaboration, time collaboration average values are quite low, e.g., 8 .5% with a 5 seconds time window. This is a The amount of collaborative edits increases with the window size, as expected, but it is worth noting that there is not a big change in collaboration when the time window is increased from 5 to 10 seconds (even though it is being doubled) while there is when its increased to 60.
The maximum values are also interesting. 98% of time-collaborative edits was unexpected. Digging deeper, we discovered that pads characterized by very high time collaboration also exhibit high space and spacetime collaboration. The number of authors editing these documents was very high too: one of them was modified by 8 authors, another by 14, with the most edited one counting up to 23 authors. This is a glaring, albeit infrequent, example of using RTCE tools for what they were designed for.
Spacetime collaboration
The results for spacetime collaboration are given in Table 6 , for different pairs of space/time window sizes. Windows of 10 characters and 5 seconds denote real-time collaboration on nearby parts of the document by different authors; windows of 800 characters and 60 seconds denote loosely coupled collaboration, in both space and time. Results show that only a small part of the editing operations are spacetime collaborative (e.g., 2.7% for windows of 10 characters and 5 seconds). If we consider mid-size windows of 80 characters and 10 seconds, 6.6% of the editing operations are collaborative. This goes up to only 18.7% even with window sizes of 800 characters and 60 seconds.
The conclusion looks clear: the collaboration potential offered by RTCE tools is under-exploited in the studied corpus, apart very few notable examples.
DISCUSSION
In this section we review our findings in light of previous results in the literature and discuss potential implications for further research on RTCE.
Comparison with previous results
Under-exploitation of RTCE functionalities was previously observed by other researchers too. Chu and Kenney [27] compared wikis ( MediaWiki) to RTCE tools (Google Docs) using user interviews. Interviewed authors were more willing to use RTCE tools for sharing and editing documents asynchronously, rather than in real-time. 70% of the 166 interviewed students in Brodhal et al. [6] were not fully satisfied by the editing capabilities of the tested RTCE platforms. Both esults look consistent with our findings that show a low amount of average collaboration.
The explanations given by unsatisfied testers of the second experiment are also consistent with our analysis. They claimed that it was difficult to keep track of document evolution in presence of multiple people editing synchronously and multiple changes being highlighted. This might explain the low amount of spacetime collaboration we observed: the cognitive overhead becomes too high when multiple authors edit the same document synchronously and in the same area.
The findings on the size of groups of collaborators outlined by Brodhal et al. are also comparable to ours. Most interviewed users suggested that teams of at most 2-3 authors are more productive than larger teams. The distribution of the number of authors we observed (Figure 2 ) is consistent with this: 63% of multi-author pads were edited by two (43%) or three (20%) authors. Larger teams seem to struggle in using RTCE technology effectively.
The experiment by Olson et al. [24] showed instead a high degree of collaboration, even using RTCE tools. Out of 96 documents edited by students over a 3-year period only 5 documents were edited by a single author, while in our findings most of the pads were single-authored. We believe that this is due to the highly controlled setting of Olson et al. experiment: students were asked to produce a team homework; as such they had to perform intrinsically collaborative tasks.
Students teams ended up being cohesive and well-coordinated: 77% of the documents were edited by all team members; the remaining ones only missed one or two members. The same analysis cannot be performed on our corpus since we have no knowledge of "team" structures. On the other hand, we can figure out which percentage of active authors was involved in at least one edit marked as collaborative. The findings confirm a lower degree of collaboration w.r.t. Olson et al. findings. With the smallest space window (10 chars) in 56,9% of the pads all authors collaborated in space (each author made at least one space-collaborative edit); the value raises to 61,6% with a space window of 800 characters, but it is still lower than Olson results. The same applies to time and spacetime collaboration. This is again explained by the controlled test setting. We observe that even in Olsen context space collaboration was higher than time collaboration: people mostly worked simultaneously on different parts of the document, with a divide-and-conquer strategy.
Another interesting analogy is that Olson et al. identified major bursts of activity and increased collaboration on deadline days. This could only be speculated on our dataset, but some peaks in the number of authors and collaborative edits make us think that some pads were indeed edited under time constraints and, due to that, they witnessed high collaboration.
Our data on the type and amount of edits are instead in contrast to the findings of Birnholtz et al. [5] . Their experiments showed that people make significant changes themselves and use communication tools (primarily comments and chat) to suggest small changes instead of making them directly. Our experiments showed a different behavior: a lot of small (collaborative) changes were found (making us suppose that Etherpad authors prefer to modify content directly instead of commenting or using other extra-document communication channels. We speculate this depends on the interface of the tool: Google Docs provides more usable and sophisticated tools for commenting and chatting while editing, compared to Etherpad.
Implications for further research
What are the implications of the findings presented in this paper for future work on RTCE collaboration and technologies?
First, the limited exploitation of collaboration as defined by our model raises questions about the most appropriate granularity of RTCE protocols. Is it really worth to use full-fledged Operational Transformation (OT) at character granularity, when splitting the documents in larger, individually lockable parts, would not get in the way of authors practices? Considering that most of the collaboration happens in either space or time, but not in spacetime, our findings suggest that section-based conflict avoidance, as implemented for instance by MediaWiki, would be enough to cater for author needs. Intermediate synchronization granularities have been partially explored in the area of cryptographically secure pads [8, 34] , but there are no final answers yet. Our experiments show that this design space for RTCE should be explored further to find a sweet spot between complexity and adhering to author needs.
Second, we observe that for the majority of our corpus (single-author pads), real-time content synchronization was not needed at all. Those documents could have even been edited while offline, with periodic one-way synchronization to the server (e.g., for backup assurance) when network was available. While offline Web application technologies are not yet widely standardized and supported by all browsers, their future increased availability might prove to be a very good fit for a wide range of editing scenarios that are currently being addressed by RTCE.
Third, the user experience of RTCE tools needs to be further improved. As discussed by others and confirmed by our results, there is a threshold effect in the number of authors that eventually collaborate. Solutions are needed for making changes clear to the authors, even when there are a lot to be presented, for instance by filtering changes by type or aggregating small changes into larger ones. The same suggestion was made by Birnholtz et al. [5] , who claimed that "features for explaining and presenting edits can focus on minor edits -[...] designers may wish to consider tools to support easier description and explanation of more major edits and restructuring". New user interface optimized for space collaboration could also be designed: they would allow users to work simultaneously in different parts of the document, minimizing visual distractions. Today users are provided with split or side-by-side windows but these solutions appear to be sub-optimal.
Fourth, our results give insights on how to design end-to-end encrypted RTCE tools, where users need not to trust platform hosters for content confidentiality [8, 34] . A key decision in designing such tools is whether block-or stream-ciphers should be used. Preliminary work by two authors of this paper hints at the fact that stream-ciphers would support collaboration at the cost of a deep redesign of conflict-resolution protocols and a significant implementation effort. Conversely, symmetric block-ciphers would be easy to implement but impose hard choices on the size of independently encrypted blocks and modes of operation by the chosen encryption algorithms. The network overhead introduced by a bad block size choice in presence of a significant amounts of spacetime collaboration might be very relevant. Even though more research is still needed, this paper findings on the (low) amount of collaboration in real-life RTCE support the block-cipher approach and provide useful figures to determine block sizes.
Finally, our analysis showed that there is need to study RTCE on rich(er)-text documents. Let's consider an HTML table. A naive application of the model described in this paper would consider the deletion of a whole column as a sequence of small edits spatially scattered throughout the document. It would be helpful to also investigate spatial metrics that allow to capture locality when working on tables, records, and structured data.
THREATS TO VALIDITY
We discuss in this section the potential threats to the validity of our experiment and findings, starting with internal validity aspects. The document corpus we analyzed has been provided by Wikimedia operations team (TO). We have no first-hand guarantee that the document histories stored in there actually correspond to all user edit actions. On the other hand, we expect histories to be correct as they are successfully used in production by Wikimedia Etherpad installation to present edit histories to their users.
Etherpads users are identified by their navigation sessions, stored using browser cookies. As a consequence, users will no longer be recognized as previous authors if they remove the relevant cookies from their browser, or open the same pad from different machines or browsers. As a consequence our analysis might have characterized as collaborative edits performed by the same author. There is no way to verify this effect as we do not have access to information that would identify the original navigation sessions. On the other hand switching between browsers (or machines) is not very frequent.
Regarding space collaboration, we verify for each edit whether or not a given interval in the pad contains at least one character most recently modified by a different author. One could alternatively keep track of all authors who have modified any given character, with an approach similar to that used for measuring the author' contributions in wikis [1, 9] . Doing so would likely inflate the number of edits marked as space and spacetime-collaborative. Since this discrepancy only affects characters which are modified many times by different authors, we expect this to not significantly impact our findings. It is however an interesting direction that we plan to investigate in the future.
The proposed model also does not take into account deleted content when assessing space collaboration. This might again underestimate collaboration. However, deleted content is often followed by new characters inserted by the same author, because authors tend to revise content-by adding and removing snippets-instead of just removing characters. Given that inserted characters are taken into account when measuring space collaboration, this potential issue gets mitigated.
Regarding external validity we start by observing that our selections of space-and time-window values is debatable. We motivated our choices on the basis the average lengths of textual features such as words, phrases, and paragraphs. There is no evidence that those values are the best choices to characterize collaboration. However, as we performed a parameter sweep using multiple values for each window showing how collaboration is affected, we consider the results insightful nonetheless. Besides, the proposed model for quantitatively measure collaboration is independent from the actual window sizes: the proposed experiments can easily be repeated, possibly in different contexts, varying window sizes at will.
Furthermore, we do not claim that the findings presented here would necessarily apply ipso facto to RTCE platforms other than Etherpad. We expect the model to be general enough to be applied to most RTCE textual editors, and in particular to popular technologies such as Google Docs. We also expect the relatively low collaboration ratio to be common to settings similar to ours (i.e., freely accessible documents) no matter the chosen RTCE technology, but we cannot rule out the impact of extra-content communication mechanisms (e.g., comments, chat messages, etc.) we plan to explore these aspects as future work.
CONCLUSIONS
We have studied documents edited on one of the largest public instances (14 000 pads) of the Etherpad real-time collaborative editor (RTCE) to characterize real-time collaboration on the Web. The characterization is based on a novel model that captures collaboration along three dimensions: time (whether collaboration happens simultaneously or almost so), space (whether collaboration happens in nearby parts of the document), and spacetime (both).
Our findings show real-time collaboration happens, but not very often. A very limited number of pads witness simultaneous collaboration on nearby document areas; time collaboration (on unrelated document parts) is more frequent; space collaboration on the same document portions (but during editing sessions that are far apart in time) is the most common. These results are influenced by the public setting of the studied Etherpad instance. It is possible that private deployments would show larger amounts of collaboration within more coordinated teams working on shared documents. On the other hand the study of a freely accessible service shed some light onto real-time collaboration in the wild.
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A CHARACTERIZING REAL-TIME COLLABORATION ON ETHERPAD
This section describes in detail the conceptual model that we used to classify individual edits as collaborative or not in time (RQ1), space (RQ2), or both (RQ3). To do so, we first provide some more details on the internals of Etherpad to the extent needed to understand the proposed approach.
A.1 Etherpad and basic notation
Etherpad [12] is a web-based real time collaborative editor implemented using the Node.js framework. It supports textual documents only, called pads, which users can collaboratively edit directly from within web browsers. Semantically a pad is a long textual string, possibly containing newline separators to separate blocks, together with a set of attributes (e.g., bold, italic, etc.) that apply to selected sub-strings of the pad textual content.
When a pad is opened the browser stores a local copy of it, allowing user edits without incurring network latency. Local changes are propagated in real-time to all other connected clients, routing through a centralized server, the same server that hosts the Etherpad web application.
To avoid conflicts and maintain editing consistency, Etherpad implements its own variant of Operational Transformation (OT) [10, 29] , which is the most common conflict-resolution approach for RTCE editors.
The details of Etherpad's own OT variant are not relevant for our discussion. What is relevant is that each pad revision is captured as a JSON object within Etherpad, containing metadata about the revision author and timestamp (in the meta field), as well as a machine-readable description of the changeset that led to that revision.
A changeset is a sequence of low-level edit operations (or simply "edits"). In order to apply a changeset, Etherpad executes each of its edits in turn, modifying the current pad textual content and attributes as it goes. Four types of edits are supported by Etherpad:
Ins(C,A) insert string C with text attributes A at the current position Del(l) delete l characters, starting from the current position Cpy(l) preserve l characters (in both their textual value and attributes), starting from the current position Upd(l,A) update (i.e., set) the attributes of the next l characters to match attributes A The application of a changeset starts at the beginning of the pad. Each edit moves the current position forward, with the exception of Del which deletes characters in front of the cursor without changing its position. The Cpy operation can therefore be used to "move the cursor" and perform a subsequent edit operation at the desired position.
An important difference between Cpy and Upd is that while Upd corresponds to explicit user actions (e.g., typeset the word "Example" in italic), Cpy does not, it is an Etherpad artifact to avoid having to specify absolute positions for every edit. Note also that each edit is applied on the pad as modified by the previous edits. Let's consider the edits: Del(226), Ins("ab"). The first deletes 226 characters starting from position 1; the second one inserts the string "ab" starting again from position 1, since Del just removed some characters without moving the cursor.
Let us now go into the details of our model. Throughout the rest of the section, we will refer to the edit history shown in Figure 3 . The pad contains 5 revisions (numbered R0-R4) generated from 5 changesets (E0-E4); one of them is composed of two edits (E1.0 and E1.1), the others of singleton edits. For each changeset the figure shows: the name of the author (Alice or Bob), the timestamp (where 0 indicates document creation time) and the edits it comprises. The right hand side of the picture shows the full pad content after each edit. For the sake of brevity we omit Cpy edits (which are no-op) and show the position of each edit after @.
The following notation elements will be used throughout the section: interval p[start, end] indicates the sequence of characters in the pad p, starting at position start (0-based) and ending at position end. E.g., in pad R0 p [3, 13] is the string "s is a pad" and all p[n, n] intervals are empty strings. length lenдth(p) is the number of characters in pad p. timestamp time(e) is the timestamp of edit e. author author (e) is the string identifying the author of edit e.
A.2 Time collaboration
Each edit can be independently classified as collaborative or not in space, time, and spacetime (which, as it will be detailed in Section 3.3, is more subtle than being both space-and time-collaborative).
For time collaboration, the idea is to consider an edit collaborative if it is "close enough in time to an edit applied by a different author". The only edit-related information required to evaluate this property are the timestamp and author of each edit; the actual changes applied to the pad are irrelevant, and so are their spatial positions in the document. Additionally, we need a global metric-which we call the time window-to capture the notion of being "close enough" (in time).
An edit is marked as collaborative if there exists at least one other edit that (a) was performed by a different author (i.e., you cannot "collaborate with yourself") and (b) occurred within the chosen time window. Formally: Definition 1 (Time collaboration). An edit e 1 is collaborative in time (or time-collaborative) with respect to time window w t iff ∃e 2 s.t. time(e 2 ) ∈ [time(e 1 ) − w t , time(e 1 )] ∧ author(e 1 ) author(e 2 ) Fig. 4 . Timeline of Figure 3 edits. Edit E3 is time-collaborative when using time window W 3 (30 seconds), but is not with windows W 1 (8s) and W 2 (10s). Table 7 . Definitions of pre-and post-intervals for all edit operations edit @ position pre-interval post-interval
n/a n/a Consider Figure 4 , which provides a time-indexed visualization of the edits in Figure 3 . Edit E3 it is not time-collaborative w.r.t. time window w 1 = 8 seconds since there is no edit looking behind 8 seconds; not it is collaborative w.r.t. w 2 = 10 seconds either, since the only edit in the time window is by the same author. It is however collaborative w.r.t. w t = 30 seconds, since there is are two edits in that time window by author Alice.
Note that the model relies on an implicit relationship between pairs of edits: each collaborative edit is connected to one (or more) other edit(s) that caused it to be marked as collaborative. Such a relation is not symmetric: the fact that e 1 is collaborative because of e 2 does not imply that e 2 is collaborative. We wanted to be able to measure collaboration at any point in time of pad evolution; marking an edit as collaborative because of a subsequent would have made that impossible. A corollary of this is that the first edit of a pad cannot be collaborative.
A.3 Space collaboration
Space collaboration measures the extent to which authors "worked on the same area of a pad" (the where). To model this we first need to define what is an "area" of a pad and which are its boundaries. The basic idea is to identify the characters which are affected by a given edit, distinguishing between the characters on which the edit "started" and those "generated" by it, as captured by the following notions:
pre-interval: the interval denoting the characters which are in the pad when a given edit is performed and that will be affected by that edit. post-interval: the interval denoting the characters affected by an edit and that remain present in the pad after the application of that edit. Pre-and post-intervals depend on the nature of the edit. Ins edits have empty pre-intervals (they do not affect existing characters) and non-empty post-intervals (the inserted characters); conversely Del edits have non-empty pre-intervals (the characters to be deleted) and empty post-intervals. Table 7 gives the precise definitions of pre-and post-intervals for all pad edit operations. Note that Upd edits have the same values for both intervals since they do not add to or remove characters from the pad. Note also that intervals are not meaningful for Cpy, since that operation does not alter the pad.
Pre-and post-intervals are the building blocks used to model space collaboration. An edit is space collaborative if it is "close enough" (in space) to an edit of a different author.
To assess whether an edit is space-collaborative or not we maintain a running mapping from characters in the pad to the author who last modified it. We replay the edit history and, whenever an edit is applied, we compare its author to the authors of impacted and nearby characters: if there is at least one character associated to a different author the edit is considered to be spacecollaborative. To capture the notion of being spatially near we use a space window expressed as a number of characters w s . The window is split in two equal parts which are added before and after the pre-interval of the edit under consideration.
Consider the example in Figure 5 . White background characters are associated to Bob; gray background ones to Alice. Edit E2 consists of an Ins by Bob at position 11. Using a space window W 1 = 6 characters, the pre-interval [11, 11] is expanded to [8, 14] . Since all characters in the resulting interval belong to Bob there is no space collaboration. Using a space window W 2 = 10 characters on the other hand results in marking E2 as collaborative: the pre-interval [11, 11] is expanded to [6, 16] , which includes character "a" by Alice.
Formally, we define: lastedit at a given time t, lastedit(pad, p) denotes the most recent edit whose post-interval includes the character of pad at position p expand expand(pad[l, r ], w) = pad[max(0, l − w), min(r + w, length(pad))] using which we can formalize the notion of space collaboration as: Definition 2 (Space collaboration). An edit e 1 is collaborative in space (or space collaborative) with respect to space window w s iff ∃c s.t. c ∈ expand(pre-interval(e 1 ), w s ) ∧ author(lastedit(c)) author(e 1 )
i.e., an edit is space-collaborative when there is at least one character in its pre-interval, expanded using the space window, that has been most recently modified by a different author.
The overall space collaboration on a given pad (RQ2) can then be calculated by simply counting the number of edits flagged as space collaborative according to the above definition.
A.4 Spacetime collaboration
A formalization of the notion of spacetime collaboration completes the model. Figure 3 . The edit is not flagged as space collaborative using a space window W 1 = 6 characters, but it is using a space window W 2 = 10 characters.
Naturally spacetime collaboration combines the ideas of space-and time-collaboration in order to identify edits which happen both (almost) synchronously and on nearby pad areas. The formal definition is hence derived from previous definitions, but is more subtle than a simple logical AND conjunction of being space-and time-collaborative.
Consider an edit e 1 that is marked as time-collaborative due to a preceding edit e 2 which falls within e 1 's time window, but has happened on a pad area far apart from the pre-interval of e 1 , escaping the chosen space window. The same edit e 1 is also marked as space-collaborative, but due to another edit e 3 e 2 : e 1 and e 3 affect nearby areas of the pad, but happened far apart in time. In this case e 1 should not be considered spacetime-collaborative, because there is no single edit by another author that happened both at around the same time and in a nearby document area.
The correct way to model this is hence to mark an edit e as spacetime collaborative when it is both space-and time-collaborative with respect to the same edit e ′ by a different author. This idea is formally captured in the concluding definition of our model of collaboration: Definition 3 (Spacetime collaboration). The edit e 1 is collaborative in spacetime (or spacetimecollaborative) with respect to time window w t and space window w s iff: ∃c s.t. c ∈ expand(pre-interval(e 1 ), w s ) ∧ author (lastedit(c)) author(e 1 )) ∧ time(lastedit(c) ∈ [time(e 1 ) − w t , time(e 1 )]
